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Opportunities Offered in Hospital Dietetics

By GRACE MAGEE
Assistant Professor of Home Economics.

A n outstanding opportunity that the hospital offers our college girl is that of placing herself. There are few positions that depend more on personal initiative and ability to select the things of importance. Because hospital dietetics has not been so standardized and conventionalized the girl has an opportunity to find her niche here. The chances are about equal for progress or retrogression. The doctor usually allows herself to be buried under changing waistline, which lately has been shown about them.

With the lowering of the waistline has come a mad riot of color, it would be an outstanding opportunity that the girl is able to select those tasks that she must do and those that must be delegated to others, if she can demonstrate her ability in her own field to supplement and assist the doctor.

Selecting Your Spring Wardrobe

By BETTY BARKER

“I n the spring a young girl’s fancy often turns to thoughts of clothes.” So might the well-known quotation run, and be very appropriate for today with the shops filled to overflowing with intriguing frocks, and the windows a mad riot of color, it would be an outstanding opportunity that the girl is able to select those tasks that she must do and those that must be delegated to others, if she can demonstrate her ability in her own field to supplement and assist the doctor.

For the Miss who is clever with her needle and the daintiest frocks are at her finger tips, for the stores are filled with yards of bewitching material. There are the prim little English prints, as well as prints of larger design; soft, lustrous frost crepes; and quaint, demure printed voiles, right now printed materials of all kinds are being used more and more. The straight and closed effect. These suits, however, can only be worn by the slim, young girl—the short coats and contacts frocks are not for matrons. The dress and coat are also good for street wear.

Without doubt the sport dress is the most popular. It is used for school, as well as sport, outings and informal dances. Who would not be happy in a grey dream of a dress, buttoned trimly from collar to hem, flaunting a scarlet ribbon at the throat? Two-piece dress, made with a long waistled blouse over a skirt of the same material are very popular. The sweater and skirt outfit is again coming into its own. They may match or be of contrasting colors, the most popular skirt has narrow plait all around. For tennis, the short-sleeved sweater may be worn, otherwise the long-sleeved slip-over sweater, or the mannish sweater, opening all the way down the front are used. Blisters are high neck and turtleneck or high, and open at the throat.

Sport and street wear overlap in much the same way that sport and school do. However, this year is better than the tailored suit. While speaking of suits it is well to note that the coats are straight and short, closed by one loop fastener, or buttoned over in a double breasted effect. These suits, however,